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Abstract—This paper explores the impact of impairments such 
as phase noise (PN), additive white gaussian noise (AWGN), 
and in-phase and quadrature (IQ) imbalance distortions in 
corrupting transmitted signals across a point-to-point terahertz 
(THz) communication system. Deep learning (DL) is leveraged at 
the receiver end to develop a deep neural network (DNN) based 
multi-label classification ( MLC) t hat p erforms t he f unctions of 
denoising, demodulating, and decoding (DeNMC) in a single 
operational block. Datasets for the DL assisted DeNMC were 
trained offline over a  wide range of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) 
and deployed online for real-time data processing at the receiver. 
In this paper, we show that artificial i ntelligence ( AI) can 
help mitigate the PN effect and IQ imbalances. Simulation 
results proved that implementing DL assisted DeNMC yields 
better performance than the conventional non-AI receiver while 
achieving lower computational complexity.

Index Terms—THz bands, phase noise, IQ imbalance, deep 
learning, joint denoising, demodulation, and decoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

The surge in research explores integrating Artificial Intel-
ligence (AI) into the terahertz (THz) wireless communica-
tion physical layer. Governed by defined signal processing,
modulation, and error correction, the THz spectrum, situated
between microwave and infrared frequencies, promises higher
bandwidth [1]. Unique challenges such as atmospheric absorp-
tion and path loss arise. AI adapts to this complexity, optimiz-
ing THz communication systems by mitigating challenges and
enhancing overall performance.

A. Convergence of AI and THz Technology

The convergence of AI and THz technology redefines 
wireless communication capabilities. Machine Learning (ML), 
in particular, Deep Learning (DL) based algorithms, adapt 
to dynamic channel conditions, impairments, and interfer-
ence, impacting network quality. The integration of AI with 
transmission and reception capability enables novel applica-
tions in wireless imaging, spectroscopy, medical diagnostics, 
healthcare, aerospace, medical technology, security, defense, 
entertainment, and material science. Growing interest in AI 
for the physical layer of THz wire-less communication is 
fueled by several factors. Leveraging THz’s higher 
bandwidth, AI dynamically adapts modulation

schemes, optimizing beamforming for stronger and focused
signal transmissions. Accurate channel estimation, equaliza-
tion, and signal distortion compensation counter multipath
effects and path loss, enhancing overall signal quality.

Conventional block-based designs in THz-band communi-
cation lack guaranteed overall optimal performance [2]. This
gap leads to the adoption of AI tools, optimizing error rate
and throughput while managing operational and computational
complexity in THz wireless communication networks. In the
physical layer, AI supplements conventional designs with
advanced algorithms, surpassing the traditional approach and
addressing impairment complexities for optimized THz signal
quality.

B. Integration of AI Tools in THz Wireless Communication

The rising demand for high-speed data necessitates excep-
tional throughput. AI optimizes resource allocation, modula-
tion schemes, and signal processing for efficient communi-
cation network performance, adapting to interference levels
and minimizing error rates. It reduces manual interventions,
adapts to evolving demands, and mitigates phase noise (PN)
effects in THz frequencies through random phase variation es-
timation and compensation, enhancing signal quality alongside
correcting in-phase and quadrature-phase (IQ) imbalances for
improved system performance.

Adopting AI in channel equalization, adaptive demodula-
tion, and dynamic decoding remarkably improves signal recov-
ery, minimizes error rates, and optimizes data rates compared
to conventional schemes [3]–[7]. Researchers leverage AI to
enhance link reliability and throughput, minimize BER, and
compensate for PN and IQ Imbalance, optimizing Quality
of Service (QoS) [16]–[19]. AI-based approaches like fully
connected Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs),
and denoising autoencoder eliminate conventional signal pro-
cessing blocks [2], [8]–[15].

C. Linear Block Codes

DNN-based channel decoder designs for linear block codes,
including Hamming codes, BCH codes, and Reed-Solomon
codes, show promise for enhancing error correction in commu-
nication systems [3]–[5], [14]. Offline-trained fully connected
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DNN decoders, integrated online in THz transmission, im-
prove error correction performance for codes like (7,4) Ham-
ming Code (HC) [14]. Techniques in [3]–[5] optimize decod-
ing processes and enhance Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation
(BICM) receivers for LDPC-coded DCO-OFDM networks,
predicting and optimizing probabilities for Log Likelihood
Ratio (LLR) detectors.

D. Main Contributions of This Work

In this paper, we introduce joint denoising, demodulating,
and decoding (DeNMC) functional block, a THz receiver
employing multi-label classification (MLC), and a binary class
approach via a fully connected DNN [20]–[24]. Our focus is
to evaluate its bit error rate (BER) performance under varying
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) in the presence of PN and IQ
imbalance during THz communication. DNN training involves
diverse SNR scenarios. Comparative analysis with non-AI
approaches is conducted, encompassing PN and IQ imbalance
compensations. The paper is organized with an introduction
(Section I) and system model (Section II), followed by an
elaborate discussion on DL-assisted DeNMC (Section III).
Simulation results and discussion are presented in Section IV,
whilst Sections V and VI covers the conclusion and references,
respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In the point-to-point (P2P) THz wireless communication
system considered for this study (see Fig. 1), the transmitted
signals is encoded using the (e

′
, f

′
) channel coding. In the

channel encoding of ẽ = βẽ and f̃ = βf̃ , integral β is
the number of bits that represents an information for a given
channel coding scheme. For instance, we set β = 1 for binary
Hamming code. The encoded message a containing f bits of
information are then transmitted to the modulator section of
the communication channel.

Fig. 1. P2P THz Communication link with Conventional vs. DNN-Based AI
Receiver Processing.

The encoded bits are modulated using the baseband modula-
tion scheme (e.g., Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK), Quadra-
ture Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), etc.). The modulated signal
is then corrupted with the THz-band specific impairments,
PN and IQ Imbalance before passing it through the Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) to imitate a real-life scenario
of a corrupted THz band signal. The impaired modulated
THz signal is transmitted to the receiver over the baseband
channel, assuming that the transmitter and receiver are in
perfect synchronization.

At the receiver end of the DNN-based THz communication
network, the weight of the input and output training symbols

for any given epoch p is 2e for the (e
′
, f

′
) linear block code

modulation scheme, where e = e
′

given e = log2(e
′
+ 1)e

′

and f = f
′

given that f = log2(f
′
+ 1)f

′
.

At any given time interval i, the discrete-time baseband THz
wireless communication model is expressed as:

y[i] = b[i] + c[i] + d[i], i ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , I} (1)
where y[i] represents the complex (real and imaginary) signal
at the receiver, b[i] is the transmitted signal after modulation
from the baseband modulator module, c[i] is composed of the
THz noisy impairments, and d[i] denotes the AWGN at zero
mean (µ) and variance (σ2). In this paper, we defined the
SNR derived from the received signal as γ = Mb/σ

2, where
Mb refers to the energy of the received signal.

III. DL ASSISTED MLC DENMC ARCHITECTURE

DNN-based channel decoding entails training a deep neural
network to replace traditional decoding algorithms. The neural
network learns to map received noisy codewords to the most
likely transmitted ones, enhancing error correction. Training
involves pairs of clean and noisy codewords, with clean
codewords as DNN inputs and noisy codewords as target
outputs.

To train the DNN in a supervised learning approach utilizing
the MLC technique, each input is mapped with a number of
target labels simultaneously to represent the number of nodes
in a binary indicator array (of 0’s or 1’s) at the DNN output
layer [21].

A. Generation of Training Dataset

We represent P as the training counts of epochs and Q
as the counts of batches for each epoch. Q denotes the all
training symbols employed for training in the given epoch.
For a given p ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., P}, the transmitter generates
Ap sets of message data bits to train the DL Assisted MLC
DeNMC. These Ap were mapped to the channel encoded data
bit sequence λp before passing the encoded λp to the baseband
modulator module to derive the modulated data symbols Bp,
p ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., P}. The modulated data symbols Bp was then
contaminated with THz impairments of PN, IQ Imbalance
distortions, and complex-valued AWGN to obtain the received
sequences 𭟋p, p ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., P}. Finally, the input and out-
put training sequence was established as {𭟋1,𭟋2,𭟋3, ...,𭟋p}
and {A1,A2,A3, ...,Ap} respectively.

In this study, the real and imaginary parts of
complex variable 𭟋 was represented by ℜ{y} and
ℑ{y} such that 𭟋p, p ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , P} is expressed as
[ℜ{y1p},ℜ{y2p}, · · ·,ℜ{ynp},ℑ{y1p},ℑ{y2p}, · · ·,ℑ{ynp}]T .
Furthermore, Ap, p ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , P} was denoted as
[a1p, a2p, a3p, · · · , af log2(H)p]

T . We represented the samples
of the transmit information bit and the received symbols
with dtp and ytp such that p ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , P} and
t ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , n} respectively.

The complex valued ytp was decomposed into the real and
imaginary parts, therefore the size of input training symbols
𭟋p, p ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , P} is 2e. In the (7,4) Hamming code
BPSK modulation scheme, the Ap and 𭟋p consisted of 4 bits
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and 14 symbols respectively. More so, 𭟋p and Ap consisted
of 2e worth of data symbols and f log2 H worth of data bits
respectively. A fully connected DNN with 2e input nodes and
f log2(H) output labels was developed and trained with input
and output training sequences to model the MLC DL assisted
(DNN based) DeNMC.

B. Model Parameter Optimization

The parameters for the MLC DL assisted
(DNN based) module was defined as ℶl =
{∂1l, ∂2l, · · · , ∂N l, θ1l, θ2l, · · · , θN l} for a given hidden-
layer l ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · ,L}. θ and ∂ signifies the bias factors
and weight respectively. Similarly, L indicates the aggregate
amount of hidden layers, while N symbolizes the aggregate
amount of neurons in hidden-layer h. In training the MLC
DL assisted (DNN based) DeNMC, Ap and 𭟋p datasets
was employed whilst optimizing ℶ = {ℶ1,ℶ2,ℶ3, · · · ,ℶL}
using:

ℶ∗ = argmin E(Ap, Âp) (2)

The MLC DL assisted (DNN based) DeNMC output known
with the estimation of Ap was marked as Âp, whilst the binary
cross-entropy loss function was designated as E for each label
[23]. This binary cross-entropy loss function penalizes the
model for predicting the wrong presence/absence of each label.
Employing the softmax activation function at the MLC output
layer, stochastic gradient decent approach and the back prop-
agation algorithms (e.g., stochastic gradient descent (SGD),
Adam, RMSprop, etc.) was utilized for the optimization of
the DL assisted (DNN based) MLC as suggested by [20]. The
softmax activation function convert a vector of raw scores or
logits into a probability distribution over multiple classes by
ensuring that the output values are in the range [0, 1] and that
they sum up to 1, making it suitable for modeling probabilities
for multiple classes. More so, the cross-entropy loss measures
the dissimilarity between the predicted probabilities and the
true labels, and thereafter updates the model’s weights through
backpropagation..

C. DeNMC Model

As earlier stated, the MLC DL assisted (DNN based)
DeNMC is trained and deployed online for joint demodulating
and decoding of received signal, and making predictions at the
receiver end of the THz wireless communication network. The
signals {y[i], y[i+1], , y[i+2], · · · , y[i+ n− 1]} received by
the THz receiver are inputted into the MLC DL assisted (DNN
based) DeNMC that outputs {â1, â2, â3, · · · , âf log2(H)}. The
decoded bit for the transmitted data bit ac is regarded as âc,
such that c ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , f log2(H)}.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. IQ Imbalance

The IQ imbalance was designed by applying gain imbalance
(with different factors for the I and Q components) and phase
imbalance to the complex-valued D signal can be represented
as follows:

IQimb = A(αIDRe + iαQDIm)e
jθ (3)

Here, D represents the data symbols, the loop filter coefficient
(α) was set to 0.5, and we employed A = 1. A phase
imbalance angle (radians) of θ = 0.5 was used to introduce
phase imbalance. A gain imbalance factor for the I (in-phase)
and Q (quadrature) components were assigned to αI = 8
and αQ = 5 respectively. From the complex-valued signal D
containing the data symbols with the added phase noise, we
extracted its real part and imaginary parts as DRe and DIm

respectively. To introduce the gain imbalance, we calculated
the weighted combination of the real and imaginary parts using
ϑIDRe + iϑQDIm. To simulate the phase imbalance, a phase
shift of ejθ was introduced to the THz signal. Thereafter, the
combination of the gain and phase imbalance was scaled by
A and stored in the variable IQImb to simulate the effects of
IQ Imbalances on the received THz signal.

B. Phase Noise

Algorithm 1: Baseline Algorithm
Input: ”Pilot and Data” signals: Tx(PDs)
Output: Transmission Signal: TxSig
Assign phase noise variance: σ2 = V (tx)
Initial Phase noise for THz RF impairments: θtx
Implementing the Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)
Algorithm

for Phase Noise Algorithm do
foreach PhaseNoiseGeneration in TxSig do

for Θ(idx) in length(Tx(PDs)) do
Generate a random value from a normal
distribution with mean 0 and standard
deviation: δΘ(idx) =

√
ϑtx · randn(1, 1).

Update the values of θtx based on the
generated δΘ(tx) values.

end
Modulates the Tx(PDs) signal by applying a
phase shift (i.e., a complex exponential term
with a phase) to each element based on the
values in the array Θ(tx).

end
end

In Algorithm 1, we describe the PN generation process to
be applied to the transmitted signal Tx(PDs), varying it for
different testing phases to emulate shifts in carrier frequency
states. Applying ejθ distorted Tx(PDs) based on specified PN
levels. The resulting signal, stored in TxSig, includes Pilot
and Data signals with added phase noise. At the THz receiver,
the DL-assisted DeNMC jointly demodulates and decodes the
received message bits in a single module (refer to Fig. 1).
Post DeNMC, y[i] output feeds MLC DeNMC offline training,
predicting accuracy for transmitted signal x[i] in extensive
SNRs using a[i] output datasets.

C. BER Performance
The BER performances of the DL assisted DeNMC pro-

posed in our study was appraised for jointly denoising, de-
modulating, and decoding the received THz signals, which was
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then assessed against our baseline technique revised. Although,
our study can be utilized for any baseband modulation schemes
and advanced linear block codes, we illustrated the results
for BPSK and Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) for
the linear baseband modulation schemes, and (7, 4) Hamming
codes for the linear block channel coding schemes throughout
the course of this study based on the below plots:

1) Plot 1: BPSK modulation and (7,4) Hamming code
2) Plot 2: QPSK modulation and (7,4) Hamming code
In the MATLAB-based traditional block-based framework,

we initiated a simulation by generating 105 random data bits
subjected to (7,4) Hamming coding and modulation, resulting
in 7 ∗ 105 data points. Simulating THz signals, IQ imbalance
was applied. An additional 7 ∗ 104 Pilot samples were
generated, resulting in 77 ∗ 104 samples (totSamples). The
totSamples dataset was segmented into 100 chunks of Pilot
and Data samples each, thus dividing totP ilotSamples and
totDataSamples to 100 and 1000 data points respectively in
each chunk. We then arranged pilotAndData (representing
TxSig) into arrays of intertwined Pilot and Data samples
using {Pilot,Data, P ilot,Data, P ilot, · · · , Data} array ar-
rangement. The spliced TxSig underwent phase noise (PN)
from Algorithm 1 and AWGN before transmission to the
receiver node.

At the MATLAB receiver end, PN estimation occurred
based on Pilot samples. Non-linear interpolation (Spline
method) was applied to create a smooth curve. Extracting
Data samples, we used estimated PN from Pilot time slots to
predict PN in Data time slots. PN and IQ imbalance compen-
sations were implemented on RxSig before proceeding with
block-by-block demodulation and decoding for the traditional
block-based approach. A BER analysis was conducted to
evaluate the performance of the conventional non-AI DeNMC
module and compare it with our proposed DNN approach.

For the proposed DNN approach, the simulation platform
was designed in Python framework where the deep learning
DeNMC THz wireless communication was simulated with
Tensorflow/Keras modules [26]. 105 data bits and noise sam-
ples was generated for the DL assisted (DNN based) module
training purpose, whilst another 105 random data bits and
noise samples was created validating our simulation results.
THz impurities of PN and IQ Imbalance parameters described
in the section II, equation (3), and algorithm 1, alongside
AWGN was implemented throughout the simulations to obtain
BER for different PN states. It is worth noting that for our pro-
posed deep learning based DeNMC approach, we bypassed PN
and IQ imbalance compensations on RxSig before exporting
data points to the Python environment for AI-enabled THz
wireless communication assessments.

D. BPSK Baseband Comparison Between Performance of AI
and non-AI Based Models

The BER performances of our proposed DL assisted
DeNMC for BPSK baseband modulation was analyzed in
Fig. 2 to encompass SNRdB range −15 : 2 : 15. The con-
ventional BPSK baseband model simulated the BER nonAI

curve, while the DNN based BPSK baseband model simulated
the BER AI curve. Each layer of the neural network model
consisted of two hidden layers and 20 neurons.

Fig. 2. BER vs SNRdB: AI-based vs. Conventional.

Between (−15 : 2 : −10)dB, the improvement of the
BER AI curve over the BER nonAI curve was not
significantly noticeable. From (−10 : 2 : −5)dB, we observed
a slight improvement in our proposed DL assisted DeNMC
for BPSK baseband modulation. Our major improvement was
recorded from (1 : 2 : 15)dB, where we have the BER AI
curve improving and optimizing our THz wireless communi-
cation by reducing the amount THz impairments effects on the
THz signal when compared with the conventional block-based
approach in the BER nonAI curve. The most substantial
improvements were observed between (7 : 2 : 15)dB.

However, with an increase in SNR, the effects of phase
noise, IQ imbalance, and other impurities in the THz wireless
communication signal diminished, thus reducing the effective-
ness of phase noise and IQ imbalance compensation, and even
the artificially intelligent elimination of THz impairments in
the signal. This is not to say that these proposed mediums
of eliminating impairments in the signal are not effective, it
just shows that the signal volume is sufficiently high enough
to truncate the effects of impairments in the THz signals at
higher SNR values. Nevertheless, both techniques (the DNN-
based method or the conventional method with compensations)
consistently provided enhanced performance compared to un-
compensated scenarios, even at higher SNR levels.

Furthermore, we observed that whilst trying to drastically
reduce the impacts of the THz impairments in the RxSig sig-
nals at mid and high SNR values of the considered range, the
rate of BER reduction in the MLC DL assisted DeNMC was
significantly impressive and outperformed the conventional
method deployed with phase noise and IQ imbalance com-
pensation. As seen in Fig. 4, as the PN increased, our model
performed optimally to eliminate the effects of PN and IQ
imbalance in the signal. Moreso, as the SNR ranges increases,
the MLC DL assisted DeNMC (AI) demonstrated optimized
BER outcomes which were quicker and more efficient than the
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traditional model (non-AI). This shows the effectiveness and
superiority of utilizing the proposed DeNMC to gain lower
BER and optimal THz band signals than non-AI block-based
signal processing schemes at the receiver end of the THz
wireless communication network.

E. QPSK Performance Comparison Between AI and non-AI
Based Models

The BER performances of our proposed DL assisted
DeNMC for Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) baseband
modulation i.e., Plot 2 was assessed in Fig. 3 for SNRdB range
(−15 : 15 : 2)dB. Similarly, the conventional QPSK baseband
model simulated BER nonAI curve, while the DNN based
QPSK baseband model simulated BER AI curve. Again, each
layer of the neural network model consisted of two hidden
layers and 20 neurons.

Fig. 3. BER vs SNRdB: AI-based vs. Conventional.

In the SNR range of −15dB to −5dB, the enhancement in
the BER for Artificial Intelligence (AI) (i.e., the BER AI
curve) was not notably discernible compared to the non-
AI scenario (i.e., BER nonAI curve). However, within the
SNR range of −5dB to −3dB, a marginal improvement was
observed in the performance of our proposed Deep Learning
(DL) assisted DeNMC for QPSK baseband modulation. The
significant advancements in BER optimization were particu-
larly pronounced in the range of 5dB to 15dB SNR, where
the AI-enabled curve showcased superior performance. No-
tably, the most substantial improvements occurred in the SNR
range of 11dB to 15dB. This highlights the efficacy of our
DL approach in mitigating THz impairments and optimizing
the THz wireless communication system, outperforming the
conventional block-based approach represented by the QPSK
non-AI curve.

However, with an increase in SNR, the effects of phase
noise, IQ imbalance, and other impurities in the THz wireless
communication signal diminished, thus reducing the effective-
ness of phase noise and IQ imbalance compensation, and even
the artificially intelligent elimination of THz impairments in
the signal. The rate of BER reduction in the MLC DL assisted
DeNMC was impressive and outperformed the conventional

method (deployed with phase noise and IQ imbalance com-
pensation) at mid and high SNR values, as is evident in the
rate of BER reduction between both methods of noise and
THz impurities elimination.

Increasing PN to observe the effectiveness of our proposed
model as seen in Fig. 4 where curves with theta6 have a
lower PN than curves with theta10, our model performed
as expected at higher phase noise to eliminate the effects
of PN and IQ imbalance in the signal. Moreso, as the SNR
ranges increases, the MLC DL assisted DeNMC (AI) demon-
strated optimized BER outcomes which were quicker and more
efficient than the traditional model (non-AI). Evidently, our
proposed DeNMC displayed lower BER than non-AI block-
based optimal signal processing schemes.

F. BPSK vs. QPSK Baseband Comparison Between Perfor-
mance of AI and non-AI Enabled Models

Fig. 4. BER vs SNRdB: AI-based vs. Conventional at Different PN States.

In our investigation across different PN levels, the BPSK
MLC DL-assisted DeNMC model demonstrated a more rapid
decline in BER compared to the QPSK DeNMC model,
particularly as SNR increased. Remarkably, the BPSK model
consistently outperformed QPSK, producing a smoother and
optimized BER vs. SNR curve. This highlights the superiority
of BPSK in THz wireless communication, attributed to its
simplicity as a modulation scheme with only two phase states
(0 and 180 degrees), in contrast to QPSK’s four states (0, 90,
180, and 270 degrees).

Our proposed BPSK exhibited enhanced spectral efficiency,
effectively utilizing available bandwidth compared to QPSK.
Furthermore, the BPSK MLC DL-assisted DeNMC demon-
strated superior robustness, benefitting from its binary nature
and fewer phase states, making it less susceptible to phase
errors. Consequently, our BPSK results showcased improved
performance in the presence of THz impairments, leading to a
lower BER. The inherent simplicity of BPSK also contributed
to reduced computational complexity in designing the trans-
mitter and receiver components of the THz wireless com-
munication system, underscoring its practical advantages in
achieving improved performance and reliability in challenging
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THz communication environments. Lastly, Fig. 4 shows that
the AI and non-AI curves for both BPSK and QPSK followed
the same pattern for all PN states, which demonstrates that
our model can effectively work at any phase noise level.

V. CONCLUSION

In this research, a MLC DL assisted DeNMC was devel-
oped for a THz wireless communication system. Utilizing
supervised learning with a comprehensive dataset spanning a
wide SNR range, the MLC DL assisted DeNMC demonstrated
superior performance compared to conventional demodulators
and decoders. Notably, lower BER was achieved, particularly
at low and mid SNRs.

The study delved into the intricate relationship between
phase noise, IQ imbalance, compensation techniques, and
THz communication system performance. Experimental re-
sults highlighted the effectiveness of the proposed DeNMC in
mitigating impairments, emphasizing its significance in real-
world scenarios with varying SNR conditions that pose chal-
lenges to transmission reliability. Leveraging deep learning,
the DeNMC showcased enhanced error correction capabilities
beyond traditional algorithms, particularly in the presence of
phase noise and IQ imbalance.

Furthermore, the application of DNN-based channel de-
coders represents a pioneering advancement in the realm of
error correction for communication systems employing linear
block codes. The profound ability of these decoders to grasp
intricate mappings between noisy and clean codewords has
been demonstrated, showcasing a substantial potential for
elevating the error correction performance in such commu-
nication systems. The nuanced understanding and adaptive
learning capabilities of DNN-based channel decoders empower
them to discern complex patterns and dependencies within the
encoded data, thus surpassing the conventional methodologies.
This transformative potential opens avenues for optimizing the
reliability and accuracy of communication systems operating
with linear block codes, promising a future where DNN-based
decoders become indispensable tools in achieving superior
error correction outcomes. The research signifies a crucial
step forward in advancing the robustness and efficiency of
communication protocols, paving the way for a new era
of high-fidelity data transmission across linear block-coded
communication channels.
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